Reissue (T21.3)

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 1352

23 September 1944

To VIKTOR[i].

A report from MUZA[ii]. The Chief of the Bulgarian Section of the Secret Branch of the IZBA[iii] COMPETITION [KONKURRENTSIV][iv] is HALLAS. Of the Rumanian [Section] is BONCESCU, an anti-Soviet, anti-Semitic, from a wealthy Rumanian family. In the Turkish [Section] work GUERNEY and Gordon LOUDA[a].

[55 groups unrecoverable]

the Philippines, middle of 1945 -- the Continent. The plan does not foresee the possibility [4 groups unrecoverable].

No. 762

Your no. 4370[b]. Two or three weeks ago KAPITAN[v] appointed a committee composed of LUN'[vi], the Chief of the ARSENAL[vii] (henceforth "BOM[viii]") and NABOB[ix] to study the problems of post-war Germany. There was no official statement about this but

[12 groups unrecoverable]

In each large ministry there is a special committee

[11 groups unrecoverable]

and proposals. The staff of these committees

[47 groups unrecoverable]

committee of the BANK[x] to study post-war problems of Europe consists of: LUN', Myron GAYLOR[xi]

[44 groups unrecoverable]

Notes: [a] This is the end of a paragraph and very probably the internal serial no. 761 falls in the following 55 unrecoverable groups.

[b] Not available.

Comments:
[i] VIKTOR: Lt. Gen. P.M. FITIN.
[ii] MUZA: i.e. MUSE, unidentified cover-name.
[iii] IZBA: Office of Strategic Services.
[iv] KONKURRENTS: Non-Soviet Intelligence organizations.
[v] KAPITAN: i.e. CAPTAIN, Franklin D. ROOSEVELT.
[vi] LUN': i.e. HEN HARRIER, Cordell HULL.
[vii] ARSENAL: The War Department.
[viii] BOM: i.e. BOMB, Henry L. STIMSON.
[x] BANK: U.S. State Department.
[xi] Apparently an error for Myron TAYLOR.
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